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STATISTICS (continued) (E/CN.14/173/219,220,221)

Mr. WEEKS (Liberia) said that he was glad to hear that 11 new

regional advisers would be recruited in 1963 under the technical assistance

programme. Governments sometimes needed to obtain an item of technical

information at a moment1s notice and ECA must have competent advisers

whom it could consult in order to be able to comply with member countries'

requtssts. The shortage of statisticians w<as giving rise to a serious

problem which, it appeared, might be solved in purt by the establishment

of cmtres for statistical training in Africa. The centres would provide

the various governments with the staff required for the planning of their

development programmes - for planning and statistical work ought both, as

was stated in document E/CH.14/219j to be carried out at the same time.

In Liberia, the authorities had succeeded in co-ordinating those two

activities and as a result t..e country's development programme came closer

to meeting requirements.

Mr. oHUkBUioHO (ixwanda) drew the Committee's attention to the

fact that tuere were not enough statistical training centres to meet the

requirements of the African countries, particularly those of the

Frensh-speaking countries.

Mr. CAitlCY (Sierra Leone), asked the secretariat to explain, in

the Heport of the Working Group on the adaptation of the United Nations1 ■

Syst-jm of Hational Accounts for use in Africa (E/CN. 14/221), what

paraesTaph 30, "Inventory Table of Human Resources", meant.

Mr. EL TA^TL (Secretariat) invited the representative of Sierra

Leone to turn to Table I in appendix I of the document in question. The

first part of the table gave a classification of de facto population by

industry and employment status, excluding rural African households:

employers, unpaid family workers and wage-earners, male and female and

Afrioan and non-African. The second part gave the de facto and de jure

population: number of households, adults, children and aged persons. The

Working Group had considered that it was necessary to ascertain the human

resources of a country for purposes of establishing its system of national

accounts.
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Mr. CABNEY (Sierra Leone) pointed out that the system of

national accounts recommended by the United Hations for the use of

African countries was confined to the financial side and left out human

productivity. In his opinion the human element, also production factors

and physical resources, ought to be ta^en into consideration as well.

All governments were aware of the difficulty of obtaining' correct

and regular statistical data from private industries. Firms should be

required by law to supply governments with certain periodical statistical

information.

Mr. ZSBi.AD (Morocco) announced that a centre for the training

of beoinners in statistics had been open at Rabat since 1961. The

courses were held in French, and a lar6e number of Africans were attending

them. Beside providing higher ^rade teaching, the centre ran courses to

train technical assistants for statisticians.

Mr. GANA (Nigeria) pointed out that some aspects of capital

formation could not be expressed in monetary terms. Crops and crop

surpluses increased the capital of ruj.al areas, but it was difficult to

translate that form of wealth into figures, accordingly he requested the

secretariat to study the matter. similarly, according to traditional

ideas of budgeting, the upkeep of roads was an item of recurrina expenditure

but in the developing countries the upkeep of roads mioht be regarded as

part of capital formation.

Mr. LHAITIHAT (Mauritania) drew the attention of the secretariat

to the difficulty of making demographic surveys in countries with a

nomadic population. His Government would lixe to have the benefit of the

secretariat's advice and experience in that iield.

Mr. ilJSifo (Kenya and Zanzibar) Sc.id that the same problem of

demographic surveys also arose in the northern part of '.en/a. Various

techniques had been used for making a census of the nomadic population. If

the representative of Mauritania wished, ^fter the session he would send

him the documents he possessed on the subject.
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Mr. BtfOtfN (International Confederation of Free Trade Unions)

observed that statistical data were essential to economic planning.

If such data wfere inadequatef the consequences could be disasterous for

the highly centralised economies of the young nations. Governments

and private firms were not alone in needing statistical data. The

trade unions also had to be *.ept in touch with events by means of

official figures, in order to be able to work out their wage policies

on a. realistic b^sis. Incidentally, it was in industrialized countries,

which had detailed and exact statistical data at their dieposal, that res-

ponsible and realistic trade union movements had arisen.

The African trade unions were becoming increasingly interested in

the -possibility of improving official statistics. They were carefully

studying statistics in the economic and social field, in addition to

other statistics which the workers could help to compile.

Mage statistics, which were of particular interest to the trade

unions, were not yet sufficiently advanced in Africa for the African

tr-ade unions to use them as a basis for policy decisions. They usually

related to general wa^e levels in different industries, and provided no

information on two factors of great importance in.the eyes of the unions,

namely the distribution of workers into different wa^e ^roups and clas

sification by type of employment within each industry. Those two

factors were also of importance to planners and administrators.

The trade unions wanted to Know the distribution of workers in dif

ferent wa^e groups in order to ascertain the position of low-paid workers.

The information also showed them how the wages system worked5 and it

enabled planners and administrators to keep income distribution under

review.

As Africa ^raaually built up a better qualified and more specialized

labour force, it would come to feel the need for wage statistics clas

sifying by employment status. The international employment classification

standards of the International Labour Organization required adapting, to

African conditions^ it was the responsibility of employers' and workers'

or anizations to advise their respective governments to that effect.
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It was essential to have exact knowledge of the composition of a

country's labour force, not only for purposes of planning vocational

training, "but also for purposes of combatting u-ier^loyment.

Salaries and wages were not the only earnings on which there should

be official statistics. Official statistics ou^ht also to cover the

incomes of undertakings and self-employed persons. It ifas only by that

means that an atmosphere of good faith and co-operation could be

established between employers, workers and governments, a subsistence

economy called for particularly accurate statistics. .3CA should explore

the possibility of drawing up an international standard for determining the

level of living of subsistence farmers.

In conclusion, he drew the Committee's attention to a statistical

problem which the ECA secretariat and member countries working in col

laboration ou^ht to be able to solve. In order to compare wage levels in

the various African countries a standard had to, be established for

expressing one currency in terms of.another. Without such a standard it

was impossible to ?:now the real purchasing power of any two currencies.

A standardized survey of expenditure and prices to the consumer for

unskilled workers in different parts of the African continent must,

therefore, be made. The task had already been undertaken by certain

governments. The ICi'TCI proposed that the .ilCA. secretariat should endeavour

to standardize the compilation of statistical fioures and then regularly

publish statistics of relative prices in different countries for a range

of products used more particularly by unskilled workers.

Mr. iSL T^WIL (Secretariat) first of all dealt with points that

had arisen in the course of debate. He informed the representative of

Rwanda, who had asked whether it was possible for his country to obtain

financial assistance from 3CA for making sample surveys, that i£GV s budget

did not provide for assistance of that nature, but that the secretariat

could help Rwanda to find the necessary funds.
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In regard to the work that had been clone on subsistence economies,

he pointed out that the meeting of the Working Group on the treatment of

Hon-monetary (Subsistence) Transactions, held in June and July I960, had

studied the question within the framework of national accounts. The fact

had been mentioned in the Report of the Working Group on the adaptation

of the United Nations' System of Kational Accounts for use in Africa

(e/cn.14/221).

Turning next to the question of human productivity, raised by the

representative of Sierra Leone, he said that.that question too had been

the subject of a study carried out by the secretariat. Human resources

would be added to the tables made for use in Africa. The representative of

Mauritania had spoken of the difficulties of making a census of nomadic

tribes. In addition to information which Kenya would be able to provide,

Mauritania would find a considerable amount of information in the 1954

Report on the population census in Libya.

Summing up the discussion, he said that the Committee had brought to

light many baps in the product.ioa.-of statistics, of various member countries

of ECA. The lack of staff, particularly of staff capable of '-iiaking field

investigations, was generally recognized. It was essential to continue

training assistant statisticians and medium-grade personnel. To comply

with the wishes expressed by a number of representatives the secretariat

should urgently request that additional further-training fellowships be

granted-

All representatives had approved the topic proposed for the Third

Conference of African Statisticians, which SCA must ^ive its full support,

in order to promote the development of statistics in Africa, representatives

had also expressed their approval of the projected study trip to be made

in 1964 by a &roup of African statisticians, together with a toroup of

European statisticians, to countries where close co-operation obtained

between statisticians and planners.
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While the need of statistics for planning had "been stressed,

African governments must nevertheless not forget the traditional method

of usin& statistical series.

The Committee had welcomed the holding of a conference of heads of

statistical services ±or co-ordinating training' pro^Tajamesji-t had stressed

the need for experts and advisory services to be available? and it had

expressed the wish that the field of operation of advisory services should

be extended.

All necessary steps must be taken - and the Committee attached great

importance to that point - to 'ensure that, when experts left, the event

should not be a catastrophe for the country concerned.

In conclusion, he thanked the members of the Committee for the

tributes that had been paid the secretariat.

The meeting rose at 1




